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PREFACE
The University of Richmond Law Review proudly presents the
twenty-seventh issue of the Annual Survey of Virginia Law. The
Law Review is proud to commemorate the memories of two members of the University family, Anne Louise Hasselback and Judith
Campbell Meyer, in the 2012 Annual Survey. Ms. Hasselback was
a member of the law school's Career Development Office, and
Mrs. Meyer was a member of the law school's Admissions Office.
We are saddened by the loss of their presence in the school and
are indebted to them for the contributions they made while they
were here.
The Law Review offers the Annual Survey as a compilation of
the recent legislative, judicial, and administrative developments
in the Commonwealth of Virginia. The 2012 Annual Survey includes ten articles, each providing comprehensive updates in a
specific field of law. The Annual Survey authors are wellseasoned experts in their fields and have dedicated countless
hours to providing readers practical advice and poignant commentary. The 2012 Annual Survey includes four essays, which
seek to inform its readers on a wide range of issues, from an examination of the rhetoric surrounding reproductive rights issues
in the 2012 General Assembly, to a discussion of the current state
of non-competition agreements in Virginia. The Law Review is
proud to include a comment written by one if its own staff members and to boast three current Law Review members as coauthors to other pieces throughout the Annual Survey.
The Annual Survey traditionally is the most popular and largest edition of the Law Review. I attribute its success to the diligence and efforts of its authors in providing thoughtful and pertinent pieces. It has been an honor to work with each of you, and I
sincerely appreciate your contributions. I thank the 2011 Annual
Survey Editor, Laura May, for connecting me with many of you
and providing crucial guidance from the very beginning.
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I also would like to thank the staff of the Law Review. It is truly a privilege to be surrounded by such intelligent, patient, and
talented people on a daily basis. Thank you to the Law Review
Executive Board-Maggie Bowman, Clint Nichols, Simone Raess,
Andrew Tame, and especially Robert S. Claiborne, Jr. and Frank
Talbott. Publishing a book is an enormous team effort, and I
could not have asked to be part of a more pleasant, determined
team. And to the indispensable Glenice Coombs, a huge thank
you for quietly providing the wisdom and warmth that keeps the
Law Review running smoothly. Thank you finally to my parents
and siblings for their unrelenting support and understanding.
It has been an honor and privilege to serve as the editor of the
2012 Annual Survey of Virginia Law. Thank you for your support
and patronage.
Tracey A. Theret
Annual Survey Editor

